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an orbital laboratory in June 2012.

by Jin Shan in Shanghai, many who

The Tiangong 1 represents a major

have been displaced by development

achievement for China in its ambitions

and construction over the last decade.

to rival the United States and Russia

Sustaining the critique of power,

in space exploration and is a source

desire, and ambition, the false walls

of tremendous national pride. Rather

allow the visitor to “see behind the

than replicate it realistically, Jin Shan

scene,” revealing the power dynamics

has chosen to abstract the space

proposed by Jin Shan's installation to

station’s form. He has covered the

be temporary and vulnerable. They are

surface of the cylinder with hundreds
of small square mirrors transforming
the station into an inverted kaleidoscope that fractures and distorts all
that surrounds it. Rotating slowly, the
space station appears to be powered
by the energy of the three-wheeled
cycle that is attached to its axis. The

* “My dad is Li Gang!” ( 我 爸 是 李 刚 !) is a

cycle is a cast replica of cycles used

Chinese social meme that developed in late

by millions of migrant laborers across

2010 after a hit-and-run incident involving the

son of a local police official in Baoding, Hebei

China. By connecting the cycle and

A three-wheeled cycle worker on Hua Shan Lu,
Shanghai (May 2012)

province, China. The driver Li Qiming, who hit

the space station, Jin Shan creates a

two students, killing one, fled the scene saying

materialization of the power-dynam-

a construction, not an absolute, and are

Li Gang!” Social outrage erupted, provoking a

ics in China, stating overtly that while

subject to criticism.

social media phenomenon in Chinese internet

the Chinese space program may be

The texture of physical pressure

culture known as the “human flesh search

a fulfillment of the desire of the gov-

from the hands of the workers on the

“Go ahead, sue me if you dare. My dad is

engine”— a massive, socially dispersed

ernment and the Communist Party,

walls creates a backdrop of angst and

to collaboratively identify and expose individu-

it is powered by the exploitation of

resistance for the playing out of a final

als to public humiliation. Shortly after the

manual labor.

dance between the space station and

research phenomenon using blogs and forums

incident, the human flesh search engine

Around the central installation are

the three-wheeled cycle. The whole

director of the local police security bureau.

four false walls with visible construc-

scene is lit in a soft yellow light, the

The Communist Party responded with attempts

tion supports. The surfaces of the

space station’s mirrors casting hun-

walls are covered entirely with plaster

dreds of small reflections around the

revealed that Li Qiming’s father was the deputy

to suppress and assuage the issue, releasing
weeping apologies by Li Gang and then his son
Li Qiming. Prominent newspapers responded

that has been beaten and marked by

room. The scene could be called a big

with calls for authorities to investigate the

hundreds of hands. The visible con-

“yellow”political disco party, but as the

issue until the Central Propaganda Department

struction of the walls and the labored

disco-ball has crashed to the ground,

issued a directive for the news media to recall

texture of the plaster evoke images

Jin Shan may be declaring that, for

tation of the victims’ families subsequently

of building and development, refer-

him, the party is over.

withdrew from the case, and internet discus-

encing an everyday scene throughout

sion of the case ceased abruptly. Local students

China of demolition and building-in-

all reporters from Baoding. The legal represen-

and activists continued to speak out, but it
was not until January 2011 that Li Qiming was

progress that has been symptomatic

arrested, sentenced, and ordered to pay

of China’s economic ambitions of

damages to the families of the victims.

the last decade. The texture of the

For an excellent discussion of the history
and development of Chinese internet social

plaster on the walls was made using

activism see: Guobin Yang, The Power of the

silicone replicas of the hands of

Internet in China: Citizen Activism Online,
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